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A TPC SPECTROMETER FOR BUMSURIMG THE e+ SPECTRUM in p DECAY

W. W. Klmnison
Los Alamoa Rational Laboratory

Los Alamos, Nfi 07545

ABSTRACT

The Time Projection Chamber (TPC)being used at the Los Alamos
Meson Physics Facility (LAMPF) for a high-statistics normal muon-
decay experiment is described. It is shown how the experiment
will improve upon the llmita of the weak-interaction coupling
constanta by a Cactor of 5 through the measurement of the positron
moment~~ and d+recticinof emission with respect to the muon-
polariaation vector for 10’ decaya of stopped, polari~ed,
positive muons. The TPC apparatus is described, and St is shown
that even though more work ia to be done to improve the detector
acceptance and individual coordinate reeolutiona, for certain
track topologies, the TPC already has a momentum resolution of
0.7% (sigma).

INT~ODUCTION

In this talk I will diacuaa the LAMPF TPC project. Figure 1
liata the collaborator and inatitutiona partic”atina in the
pro:ect. The experiment is a very high etatiat<ca @measurementof
the poaltron spectrum from normal muon decay. Such an experiment
is the best way to determine the constants of the weak
interaction, and will impro~”ethe exi8tiAu :evel of accuracy for
the conatanta by about a factor of 5. This will be accomplished
by collec~ing hi~h preciOlon data on about 108 decaya of
stopped, polarized, positive muons. For each of these events, the
pomitron momentum and directim of amibnion with respect to the
muon pclari~~ationvector will be determined. In order to ●ttain
the required precision, ● time prOJ8CtiOkIchamber (TIC) IS used.
This deteotor hae features that ●re particularly advantageous to
the experiment in that it will allow the kinematic variablea of
the positron to be moaaured with high precimion over moat of the
complete dynamic ra~~e of muon decay. Furthermore, eince the
muons will be s?opped In the TPC U8S, systematic ●rrors arising
from multiple rncattering,bremaetrahlung energy 100S, ●nnihilation
in flight, and a~ unseen deoay vertex are %i’eatlyr~jduced.

The talk will bc divided into two parta. I will begin by
ehowing you oome cf tha phyeiom ideaa behind the ●xperiment.
Theao will be rather brief since we ●re primarily here to dimcuaa
building TPC’S, ●nd thug the remainder of tna talk will be devoted
to a description of the appa~atue, how wc are teatina it, ●nd how
well it im ourrently performing
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Fig. 1. Participantsand institntion8involved in the
LAMPF high statistics normal muon decay TPC experiment.

PHYSICS GOALS

The underlying theory of muon decay is based on a simple
symmetry proposed by Feynman and Gell-Flann. In this theory
neutrinos are twc-component and massless? and tho theory is SISO
characterized by the fact that the only interaction that enter
are the vector and axial-vector, each of equal magaitude and
oppoe.iteaignb This phenomenological theory ia known ae the V-A
theory ~nd can be characteri~ed by an interaction Hamiltoaian
given by

I?
leptonic =

‘F [Jef(l-Y5)$vl[~v
~1

Ya (1”Y5) $“e
}

]+h.c. (1)
P

where GF lo the Fermi constant, Aleo, the meet general
expreaaion for the po~itron decay spectrum from polarized po8itiv%
muons at rest, summed over all poeitron polariza~ionsand neutrino
energies, and to firet order in me/~ I.sgiven by

dN ‘dwlq‘;(3-2x) + ($-~) (4x-3) + 12--
x2dx d(coe e) ‘% X2

+ [(2x-1) + ($6-1) (4x-3)] ~p~ CO@O
(2)

ma la the positron mass, e lo the nngle of ●mieelon of the
positron with respect to the mum momentum, Pp, % -ia2F;;
muon masa? ●nd x is the reduced poeitron ensrgy (a
where E is the positron energy), In our ●xperiment we will make
●n improved, eimultaneouameasurement of the four Miohe2.parameters
P? ~~ ~~ and ~0 The V-A theory predlotione ●nd current meaeur?d
values for theee parameter ●~’egiven in Table 1. This table ●;co
ohowa the atatiatical limitu that no ●hou14 obtain from oAr
experiment. (I should point out that two recent ●xperiments here
●t TRIUMF4 have improved ~ and 11, but since I do not have
the numbere I have not shown them in the table.) From theoe



Ta:’aag m The (V-A) theory predictions, current experi~ental
for, ●nd anticipated atatietical limito for the

r Hichel par~eters that will be simultaneously measured in
ii current experiment.

V-A Current Expected
Parameter Prediction Value Limit

P 3/4 0.752~ 0.003 ~ 0*00023

n o -0.12:0.21 ~ 000061

G 1 0.972 ~0.014 ~ 00001

6 3/4 o.755~ 0.008 ~ 0.00064

measurements of the Michel parameters and following a procedure
due to Deren~oS, one can place limits on *no weak in~eraction
coupling constants. Table 11 shows the current limits and the
anticipated limits that we’ll obtain from our experiment. Aa can
be seen in the table, the current limits allow up to 3@ admixture
of non-(V-A) coupling and our experiment will improve on that by
about a factor of 5.

Table II. The currents and anticipated~’ limits on the
weak interaction couplin% conatan.tabaaed on the data from
Table I. (The coupling conetant8 are given with respect to
~v= 1“)

Constant Preeent Limit Expected Limit

Axial Vector 0.76 < gAc 1020 0.988 < ,gA< 1.052

Teneor gT< O*28 gT < 0.027

Scaler %L < 0933 gti< 0.048

Pseudo Scaler gp< O*33 %p < 00048

Vecto-Axial $VA
- 180°j 150 oVA

= 18~1°~ 2,~”

Vector Phaee

A more graphical way to see ●ll of th?s ie to a~teumean
InteractionHamiltoni,anof tho following foxm~



Zn this equation, the departure from a pure V-A form iu described
by the complex parameter C, and the Hichel parameter that
result !’rom this Hamiltonian are’

(4a)

(4b)

(40)

Figure 2(a) shows the current experimentally allowed range of c
and Figure 2(b) shows the greatly reduced allowed range of c
that will result from our experiment. These figures are based cm
the me sigma limits of appropriate values given in Table 1.
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Fag. 2. Experimentally allowed range of c that
phenomenologically describes the departure of the weak
!,nteractiontheory from a pure V-A form (ge” text). The
runge inferred from the current experimental limits on
the Michcl parameters is shown in (a), and the range that
will result from our improvements in the parameter is
shown in (b).

I would like to point out that there have recently been >apers
published to show how improvements in the Michel parameters will
lead to tighter limits on other Jhysics q’~antitiea. These include
limits of heavy neutrino masses and their mixings~ and virtual

0 in nurmal muon dncay,Higgs effects However, since we are
primarily interested in TPC designs here, i will forego further
discussions on the physics and move on to a description of our
apparattis.

THE TPC APPARATUS

Figure 3, shows the current layout of
major component of the detector Ie the TPC.

the apparatus. The
The magnetic field ia
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A pkn view of the apparatua is given. The electrosttitic defelctor/separator is
used to both improve beaB purity and turn off the beam when a muon entere the
cherber, as detected by the 10-til scintillator. The i.xm enclosed solenoid
produces a very uniform magnetic field up to a maximum field of 6.6 IcG. This
insures that positrons resulting from muon decay in the center of the 52-cm long
by 122-cm diameter TPC volume stay within the chamber.



provided by ●n Iron enclosed solenoid whose maximm obtainable
magnetio field is $ust over 6.6 k~. It his been carefully
measured aii~ found to be unifom to better than 0.1$ within most
of the TPC sensitive volume of 52 am in length by 122 cm in
diameter. The magnetic field ia monitored by an HHR probe, which
provides a continuous di@tal read-out and 18 ●acurate to one part
in 10’. The magnetia field is known accurately ●nough to sake
momentum meaaurementa of the decay positrons ●buo>utel~.

The muons for the experiment ara from a surface beam. These
are muons derived from pions decaying ●t root on the surface of
the LAXPF A2 primary production target. They have a momentum of
29 HeV/o and the beam line is tuned to that momentum. The
entrance to the TPC is via a 2-in. beam pipe that extends through
the magnet pole parallel to the aagnetic field diracticn. Before
entering the chamber, the muons p;em through a 10-mil ocintillator
that serves as a muon detector. The acintillator ia viewed.
via fiber optic light guides, by two photomultipliertubes located
outside the magnet. The thresholds for the photomultipliera ●re
adjuated to produce a coincidence for the more heavily loni~i~
muons and ignore the minimum ionizing beam positrons.

A deflector/separatoris located in the bem llne 2 m upstream
of the magnet. It is Inside a magnet and conaiste of two parallel
plates 25 cm wide, 1 m long and separated by 10 cm. This
combination produces a region of creamed electric and magnetic
fields and it serves two purposes. First, it acts aa a separator.
This function is necessary becauoa the beam has ●bout 200 positrons
for every muon= By the proper choice of electric ●nd magnetic
fieldb the muons pass through unreflected while the poaitrona are
defected enough so that they do not enter the hole of the magnet
enclosi~ the TPC. Aa ● result, the beam entering the TPC has a
muon to pcsitron ratio of aboat 3:2. The second function for the
device ia as ● deflector to keep additional particlea from
entering the chamber once a muon is inside. Uhen ● coincidence
between ths two photomultiplier ni~nala ie detected, ● pulse is
sent to the deflector/separator that turne off itm ●lectric
field. The deflectcr/@eparatorturns off its 5C!kV electric field
in a iittle leae than 160 no. With tho ●lectric field off, ●ll
beam particleo ●re deflected b- the magnet ao aa not to enter the
TPC. Thun, by ● proper choiae of beam intensity, only oue muon is
●llowed to enter the TPC at ● time.

The ●rrangement of our TPC road-out plane is ohown in
Figure 4. It ooneista of 21 Identiaal modulae. An individual
mcdule ham ● ?ctal of 255 pads with 17 pcds positioned under ●ach
of the 15 sense wires. The ●rrangement of the moduls’a ●ense ●nd
guard wires is shown in Figure 50 Each pad la 0 x 0 mm and io
located 1 cm below the sexme wires. The sense wiretiare spaced
1 om ●part ●nd ●re 20 pm in diameter. Located half way between
each sense wire ●nd in the same plane are 1OO-W diameter guard
virca. Another plane of guard wires io 0.5 om below the sense
wire plan.. The Suard wires reduco the amount of oroaa-talk from
a sehse wire to the pad row under a neighboring sense wire.
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Fig. 4. The arrangement of the
21 read-out modules on the TPC
back-plane. Each rectangle
representsthe 17 x 15 cm sen-
sitive re@on of a module that
hae 15 sense wires and 255
pads.

T ““”” 09””’8” %&ii
Snfhuh ~ -mm

Located 0.5 cm ●bove the sense
wire plane is the grid plane.
It consiatss of MO-m diameter
wires on a 2-mm spacing kept at
~round potential. The grid
plane separates the drift
region from the avalanche
region. The sensse wiree
operate ●t ● positive high
volimge of about 2.4kV and
provide gae p of
approxlmate;y 5X1O. The
drift region of the TPC Id
defined by the read-out plane
and the high voltage electrode
at the opposite end of the TPC.
The electric field in the TPC
drift region issad$mtable an~
ia currently eet at 270 V/cm.

The fPC read-out electron-
ics is shown in Figure 6. Each
pad $SBindividuallycomected to
the input of a charge sensitive
amplifier. These ampliflera are
physically located on the back
of the pad modules. The output
of the pad amplifier 18 routed

T“ ● ● r .%rm~m,wto a 35 to 1 inalog auauitlngam-

T

Wlm plifier or multiplexer. The
h. analog outputs from the multi-

● ● 9
‘W’m plexers are digitized by flash

m Ill,

Ab—— PAM
K8M+

Fig. 5. The ●rrangement of the
wire grid for the TPC. The
arid, gusrd, ●nd field shaping
wires are 1OO-PSU diameter and
●t around potential. Tl~ 20-Mm
diameter sense wire ●re ●t
positivehigh voltage.

•~~O&tO-di&ital converters
(FADC’S). &ch of the 153 FADC
channels consistss of an ~-bit
flash encoder and 1024 words of
raadom ●ccese memory. The FADC
FADC digitises ●n ●nalo~ signal
●nd stereo the resulting 8-bit
wcrd every 40-ne* The memoxy
●llows the ●torage of up to
40PSS of digitised pad data
per ●vent. The wire mi8nalssare
●lssoprocemed. The si8nal from
●aah of the 315 sense wires is
sent to ●n amplifier/disscrimina-

tor. The dieorimlmted output from theme ampllfiera 10 sent to the
wire hit memory where its state (on or off) Is stored ●very 40 no.
The oentral T?C module hae special amplifier/discriminatorsthat
output the resulte of two discrimination levele plus the amplified
●nalog pulse. The lower levsl threshold of thesse devices is set
to trigg8r on avalanahesscauaed by minimum iO L&tiSUI p&rtiCleS
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Fig. 6. A achematic representation of the data
acquisition electronlca is ehoun. Each FADC channel
digitizes the output from 35 of the pad amplifiers. Each
eenae wire amplifier output lo recorded in a separate
wire hit memory channel. A sparse data scan to compact
the event data ia performed by the bit-slice data
preprocemeor.

and the upper level is eet come 5 times above the lower level
threshold to detect avalanches from the more heavily ioni~ing
muons. Each of these two discriminated outpute Se Individually
stored and the analog oignale are digitized by dedicated FAN
channela. The event readout and aeeociated aparee data ecan will
‘~edone by three bi%-allce preproceaeora. These devices, which
are specially built minicomputers with epecial purpose 1/0
re~ieters, are an integral part of the data ●cquisition hardware.
They are required to allow an event rate of up to 120/mec. (This
event rate is in turn required eo tnat the collection of 10’
good events will occur on a time scale that ie shozt in comparison
to ● phyuiciet’m lifetime.) A fourth preprocessor is in the
eystem to further compact the data output from the sparee data
scan of the preceding three preprocesaoreo
buffer,

●ccumulate the tape
●nd interface with the on-line computer. The data

acquleition electronic and preprocessors have been arranged in
such a way ● e to ●now ● areat deal of parallel processing, aEI
shown in Figure 7.

To show you how Q1l of this uorko ●nd some of the unique
features of thie s,tup, I will show you some rather typical
●vonte, Figure El(a) ●howa a display of the wire hit memory for
on. module of the TPC. Time runs ●long the horizontal axis (the
full length ia 40vs), and the vertical ●xia represents the wire
numbere (0-14) in the module. The figure showe that the
amplififir/ diacriuinator outputa ●re very quiet eince they only
produae an output when true avalanches (or hits) from the charged
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Fig. 7. A logic diagram of the bit-slice preprocessor system
is shown. The data acquisition electronics is partitioned
into three identical parts ao that the sparse data scan of
each partition may occur in parallel. The magnetic tape
preprocaoaor then accumulates the results from each partition,
further compacts the data into a tape buffer and eende full
tape buffers to the on-line PDP-15 c~mFuter via CAXAC.

particle track occur. The duration of each hit ie about 600 ne,
as determined by the discriminator pulse width. (The very narrow
bite shown in the figure correspond to the turn-on of the upper
level dimcrimimatoron thio module and are ignored.) Tkc s and x
coordinate of ● point on the chur%ed particle track are found,
respectively, from the time of the leading edge of the wire hit
and the known wire number (and thus its position). To determine
tho y coordimte, the

?
ad data must be examined. Some pad data

are shown in Figure 8(b . Thie figure shows the 17 graphs of time
vs. pad amplitude for the 17 pads under wire number 7. Each
graph, identified by the FADC number on the left margin shows the
pad amplitude (from O to 255) ae a function of time. The data
region actually acmned for these pads 18 that between the two
vertical linee on the graph that corresponds to the 800-no region
near the wire hit time. In the center of the scanned region on
pate 6 throuah 14 there ●re eignale In the data. (Signale outside
the ●ean region ●re due to multiplexing the data from uther wires
in the syetem.) The software determines the y coordinate from ●

fit to the peaka of theee algnals as a function of known pad
poeitlon. Figure 9 ia ● blow-up of the @can region. The



Fig. 8. Graphical representations of the data are
s hewn. The horizontal axia represents 4!!~s of
digitizing time. The wire hit memory contents for the 15
channels associated with the wires of one module are
shown in (a). The width of each pulse is adjuated to be
about 600 ns in duratisn. Part (b) shows the memory
contents of the 17 FADC’S connected, vla multiplexer, to

the pads under wire 7 of the same module. The two
vertical lines show the 800-nB region scanned for pad
data due to the wire hit occurring dur3ng these time
buckets.
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Fig. 9. A blow-up of the sparse data scan region
depicted in Fig. 8(b) IS Uhown. The x shorn the
calculated Coordinate position. The positive dy/dz at
this coordinatepoeition can be seen.
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poan~ 1% ,1s worth noting ● very nioe feature of the &w data. ?or
oertatn crossing angles of the track with reepeot to th6 sense
w%rm, we not only get the position of the track, but also the
slope dy/~s, of the traok ●t that coordnate position. Indeed, it
turms out that this Information is most accurate when the track is
more parallel to the wires. Thus, instead of parallel traok
Oromingfl @ivimg less information than perpendicular wira
crossi~s, as one would have initially guessed, it turds out that
these coordinate carry more information.

The procedure of determining the coordinate outlined In the
precedi~g paragraph ie carried out for every wire hit in tb.s
system. After the coordinates have been determined, the helic~.1
truck of the positron and the straight line track of the muon are
found. It aotually turns out that this track finding has some
rather unique featuree, but I will not go into it n~~ shoe that
will be the subject of Bob McKee’s talk tomorrow. Figure 10
show? the results of the t~ack finding for a rather typioal
@l/<?-.LoIn the figure, which shows the three plane projections and
u,:]‘-o~etricview of the event, muon coordinates are represented
\,v&\r,M and the positron coordinate by squarea. Note that the
~*.,.,30 the muon trsck is a stiBaightline--no attempt is made to
fit th~ narrow helical path the muon actually follows. Figllre 11
shows another event. Here we see the multihit capability of the
electronicsca more than two turns of the poeitron helix are seen
in the chamber.

IJclcl

c’)c1 CIDY3CID 00
13DOU0

Dun
Fig. 10. The positron and muon t~=z:. from a typioal
●vent ●re shown. The muon coordinates are indioated by
the letter M while pomitron coordinates are boxes. The
figure shows the otrai~ht line fit for the muon traok ●nd
the helix fit for the positron traak. ‘l’hehelioal track
has had it vertioal position ●djusted to remove the
effaat of tho muon lj?etime (see text).
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Fig. 11. Same aa Figure 10
This event demorgt~atea the

but for a different event.
multihit capability of the

TPC electronics in that coordlnatea may ~e meen-that ●re
simply vertically displaced from one another.

Besides the measurement of poait!ronmomentum and direction Gf
emission with respect to tho muon polarization,eacihevent gives ●

measurement of the muon lifetime. This lo possible because of the
way in which z poaitione are determined. To do it the muon
coordinatecloae8t to the TPC reed-out plane ie found and the FADC
time bucket number at which it occurred in memory is determined.
Next the positron coordinate oloeeot to the read-out plane, in the
caae of a decay positron heading ●way from that plane, is
determined. For a decay podtron that went toward the read-out
plane, the coordinate tha$ 1s fartheat ●way in found. Once the
correet positron coordinate is found, ite FADC time buoket number
is found; and, owing to the muon lifetime, it will be equal to or
greater than the muon time bucket number. The difference between
these two numbers times the 40-na time buokot width IS the muon
lifetime for the event. A hlotogram of this data ie shown in
Figure 12. From this histogram the muon lifetime is determined to

‘exp = 2.4 us, whd.ah io in good ●greement with known
lifetime. The dip in the spectrum near ~ero is under
Invaatigatioxlbut ia beliwed to be oauoed by come muon-positron
coordinate mioidentifioationwhen these ●re vexy olose to%ether in
time. The mea8ured spectrum demonstrates that, with the above
mentioned possible exoeptiona, the muon and positron track
aoordinataaare being properly determined.
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Fig. 12. The distrlbutio~ of meaaured muon lifetimes for
acoepted events is shown. Tho exponential decay corresponds
to a meaaured mean lifetime of 204 pa in good agreement with
the accepted value. The observed dip in the distribution near
sero ia currently under inveatl%atlon.

DETECTOR PERFORMANCE

During the last few months, d,nce the detector has bees
assembled, we have been doing some tests of its performance.
These tests ●re still rudimentary, but I would like to @now you
acme results because they are already looking pretty good, We
have been meaauring the det~ctor poait!on resolution with coainic
rbya and laser induced tracka. liehave not yet been able to put ●

fiml pad gain cal? ‘ation into the data anaylsie, nor have we

‘aken~x~ effect. orioni~ation clustering into account, ncrdc
we yet have the ultimate coordinate calculation ●lgorithm, but
despite all that, we have aben pomition reBolutiona●long the wire
direction of better than 700 pm from cosmic ray data. Indeed,
lauer tracks have given resolutions of nearly 400 Vm, ●s eeen
in Figure 13, for the data from one module. Simila?ly the
resclutiouin the drift direction is found to have ●n rme sigma of
900 Vmo Th@ae data were both taken with e 50-50 Ar-CH4 gaa
mixture, ● drift length of 40 cm, no magnetio field~ and tracks
that hud near pcrpendioular wire cyoaein~s. These results are
about what -e would ●xpoct from the chamber ●t this time; ●nd
baeed upon our ●qerlence with the jmototype chamber, we would
@XF9Ct tO i,~pTWe upon these numbers somewhat so that we
anticipate a resolution closer to 200 um. We ●re $uat now
beginning to ~xtend our atudiernof the chamber using cosmic rays
and laser traoko to understand the ●ffects of smaller traak
crossing angleat gas mixtures, and magnetic field •~ttinga on
coordinate resolution. We also know that we have more work tc do



to reduco noise levels in the ●lectronics and improve the
coordinate calculation algorithm tut we have alread~ soon ●nough
to be quite encouraged by the present detector perfomanae.

RESIDUAL (Ore)

Fig. 13. The distribution of pad residuals frcm fitting
straight line laser generated tracks lo ahom. This data
were taken with a 50-50 Ar-CH4 mixture in the TPC ●nd
with no magnetio field. The drift length for the traok
waa ●bout 40 cm. The distribution hae ●n rms sigma of
426 Pm.

A further test of the TPC has been to take m small amount of
muon decay data. Though the ●nalysis of this data Is far from
complete, the results ●re rather impressive sinae we do not yet
have the TPC completely characterized. In thie data, the radial
residuals of the helix track finder ● re just over 1 mm. However,
the measured sigma was mmmed over all track creasing angles ●nd
seems to be dominated by ooor~inatea where the track aroeaing is
nearly parallel to the sense w.rea. As ● result, cuts have been
placed on the data ~o that the only ●vents ourrently being
analysed, ●re thoee where the track finder does a good job. This
hae reduced our aooeptanoe from 4 II ateradiane to ●bout 4 n/3
ateradiane, but ●e the studies of the TPC continue the region of
acceptance will inorease. In this region of ●ooeptanoe, whioh
require@ from one-half to one turn of the helix and the muon track
be properly found in the ●ppropriate sto ping re8ion of the TPC,
the ourrent momentum resolution (sigma! lo 0.7$ ● shown in
Figure 14. The Miohel speotrum from the nurrently ●nalysed data
ie shown in Figure 15. The histogram 10 raw data and the smooth
ourve is the theoretical spectrum with rmolutlon ●nd ●cceptance
folded in. As oan be seen in the figure, the ●greement la quite
good. The major reason for thio, ●nd i+ i,a one of the great
virtueu of tho deteotorp ia that we get 8. many ooordinaten for
each ●vent~ Jo ● result, the parameter deaoribing the helix are
quite WL1l determined ●ven though some individual ooordinatee ●re
not themselves detemined ●s well S- we wculd like (and feel that
we eventually will be ●ble to get).
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Fig. 14. A histogram of the statistical momentum
resolution from the helix fittin# algorithm is shown.
The moan value 10 <Ap/P of 097%. This is for events
that make between one-half and one turn in the TPC.

As etated ●bove, wc ●re continuing to ●tudy and make
Improvements in the detector. Thq goal of this ●xercise is not
only to improve upon our ourrent remolutioms, hut ●loo to ●nlarCe
nur region of good aoceptatue.

no

e

POSITRON MOM~NTUM (MoV/e)

Fig, 150 The ❑easured moment~m distribution of
positrons from normal muon deoay. The histogram diaplaya
the memuarod data ●nd the smooth ourve ia the theoretical
dlatribution with detao%or resolution ●nd ●uoeptanoe
foldod in and after havi~ been adjuated to tho
normallsatiun.



COMCLUSICWS

In conclusion, we have built a TPC that will be used for ●

high statistioa normal muon decay ●xperiment, which will in turm
lead to ●n improvement ,in the lidte on the weak interaction
ooupling constants by about a faotor of 5. Though the detector i8
still being studied and improvmenta ●re #till ongoing~ ita
performance is already quite good in that we have seen a momentum
resolutionof 0.7% Ap/p for a measured Miohel spectrum.
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